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Curatorial Statement
On June 12, 2016, Pulse, a gay nightclub in
downtown Orlando, was the scene of one of the
deadliest mass shootings in U.S. history, killing
49 people and injuring 53. To commemorate the
one-year anniversary of this tragedy, as well as
the community’s unified response, the University
of Central Florida Art Gallery invited community
members to participate in an exhibition. The
resulting show, Resilience: Remembering Pulse,
features work that celebrates the lives of the
victims, draws attention to and engages political
issues, and demonstrates how the arts are an
agent for social justice. The arts provide more
than an aesthetic or therapeutic experience;
they offer models for remembrance, resilience,
and resistance. The artworks selected for
this exhibition engage these themes, while
also demonstrating love’s ability to triumph
over hate.
Remembrance often takes the form of
memorials. The historical relationship between
material culture and mourning is long standing.
Objects, such as flowers, pebbles, stones,
and sculptures, are often used to mark sites
of significance and provide a physical focus
for the remembrance of an event or person.
A centerpiece of Resilience: Remembering Pulse
is Julie Taylor’s Pulse Hope Tree, which invites
visitors to add a remembrance, thought, or
prayer to a memorial tree featuring the names
of the victims. The tree, which is relatively small
now, will be planted in memory of the 49 lives
lost. Material culture often is employed for public
commemoration, and in the days, weeks, and
months following the shooting, spontaneous
memorials gathered on the fence surrounding
Pulse. Tens of thousands of people visited the
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site, many leaving flowers, candles, stuffed
animals, balloons, photographs, notes, drawings,
and prayer beads. The Orange County Regional
History Center collected and preserved the more
than 3,500 items left by mourners, and David
Lee’s photographs of the memorial offerings
provide a view into this intimate archive. Another
significant form of communal grief is exercised
through participation in candlelight vigils and
gatherings. In the wake of the tragedy, members
of the Orlando community held blood drives,
fundraisers, parades, and vigils around the city,
and photographers documented the thousands
of people who came together to honor the
memory of the 49 and show support for the
LGBTQ+ and Latinx communities.
Remembrance is an important part of the
grieving process, but art can also embody
resilience, or the active ability to rebound
from tragedy and rebuild that which has been
damaged or destroyed. The spirit of resilience
is captured in the beautiful quilts created by
the Modern Orlando Quilt Guild, which were
distributed to victims, their families, first
responders, and other community members
after the shooting. Similarly, Lauren Schoepfer’s
One Heart screen print, which was used to
create t-shirts and raise money for victims,
demonstrates the community’s willingness to
band together in a time of crisis. Resilience also
is found in several of the photo-essays and
portraits of survivors included in the exhibition.
Cassi Alexandra’s photo-essay We Are Family
tells the story of survivor Brandon Wolf,
co-founder of QLatinx Christopher Cuevas,
co-founder of the Dru Project Brittany Sted,
and Executive Director of the PRIDE Fund to

End Gun Violence Jason Lindsey. Through
portraits and stories, Alexandra explores the
ways in which communities recover after a
mass shooting and take steps to prevent future
tragedies. Carrie Moran’s The Lines That Join Us
shares the stories of people who got memorial
tattoos after Pulse as a way to remember their
friends and mark their bodies with visible
signs of resilience. One of the oldest art forms,
tattoos have been used to memorialize loved
ones for centuries. Physical manifestations of
grief and permanent reminders of people or
events, tattoos tell stories and offer comfort,
while their permanence reflects unending love
for the deceased. Moran took the portraits of
people and their tattoos in front of the public
murals that were painted across Orlando after
Pulse. These murals offer a highly visible and
powerful way to commemorate Pulse, beautify
the city, and engage the community. In addition
to the murals featured in Moran’s photographs,
noted Orlando-muralist Luce Sky created a mural
specifically for this exhibition.
Another central theme of Resilience: Remembering
Pulse is resistance, or the ability to overcome
adversity. The arts offer a site where activist
strategies and techniques are developed and
performed. Matthew Mosher’s piece, Sentinel:
Watching salt air push ships along the horizon,
I see myself in you, includes one 9mm plaster
cartridge for each homicide that occurred
in the United States during 2016. This data
visualization project demonstrates the enormity
of gun violence in the U.S. and protests the
ubiquity of guns in American culture. David
Matteson’s Understanding and Counseling the
Homosexual resists prejudicial and stereotypical
constructions of sexed and gendered
identities through redaction and alteration.
His manipulation of a 1967 conversion therapy
manual calls attention to the prejudices faced

by the LGBTQ+ community, while the GLBT
History Museum of Central Florida’s installation
Love through Chaos exudes strength and
bravery as it communicates the chaos felt in
the early hours of June 12, 2016. A physical
and performative manifestation of resistance
is embodied in the Angel Action Wings, which
graced funerals, vigils, and parades in the
aftermath of the Pulse tragedy. The Orlando
Shakespeare Theater led the effort to create the
wings after the Westboro Baptist Church called
on its members to protest funerals of Pulse
victims. Jim Helsinger organized the counterprotest effort, while costume designer and UCF
professor Kristina Tollefson created patterns for
the wings. Hundreds of people came together to
sew the wings and act as angels. The exhibition
includes a set of wings as well as photographs
and paintings of the angels by Jen Vargas and
Thomas Thorspecken.
Art is a powerful tool for remembrance,
resilience, and resistance, and the pieces
selected for Resilience: Remembering Pulse are
a testament to Orlando’s strength and unity
in the face of hatred and violence. On June 12,
2016, the LGBTQ+ and Latinx communities
were targeted by an act of terror. In the time
that has passed since that horrific night, the
community has struggled to make sense of the
tragedy, to honor the victims, and to support
one another. The paintings, photographs, films,
quilts, installations, stories, essays, and poems
collected for this exhibition and catalogue
illustrate the community’s resilience, its
dedication to remembering those lost, and its
power to resist prejudice and violence.
Keri Watson is an assistant professor of Art History
at the University of Central Florida.
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Pulse Memories
Bob Kealing

The iPhone next to my bed chirped to life just after 2:30 a.m. Despite
having only been to sleep for two hours, I came to and picked up after the
first ring:
“Bob, we’re going to need you to come in,” said the no-nonsense producer
on the other end of the line.
“We have a mass casualty situation at a nightclub in downtown Orlando,”
he said in a solemn tone. “There are reports of ten to twenty casualties.”
“WHAT?” I shouted, still in a hazy gumbo of shock and sleep deprivation.
God, let it be a dream.
As the day wore on, with each update, that shock kept pulsating through
my body as if shot through prongs of a rogue taser. Yet my pain paled in
comparison to so many others; all I had to do was cover the unfolding
madness, stopping to sob again and again, and offer impotent platitudes to
mothers, fathers, sisters, brothers and lovers of people—dozens of them—
nowhere to be found.
It was Sunday morning June 12, 2016: Orlando, Florida’s worst day. Its worst
day by far; no other comes close. The day 49 people, most of whom were
from the city’s thriving LGBTQ community, had gone to the Pulse nightclub
because it was one of the few places they felt free: free to embrace who
they were, free from judgment, to that point free from fear. All of them
died there at closing time, in that otherwise unremarkable building with the
black facade along South Orange Avenue near Kaley Street.
At 4:00 a.m., driving my car to the scene of unfolding terror, I didn’t know
people inside Pulse were still fighting to stay alive. It was a full hour before
the person responsible for America’s worst episode of gun-related carnage
emerged from the hole police had blown in a back wall to try and rescue
those being held hostage. At that moment, the gunman became the fiftieth
person to perish. Fifty people in one place, their bodies piled on the dance
floor, in walkways and restrooms. Not from a plane crash, not the result of
a horrifying traffic calamity on a foggy roadway.
It had been their safe place. Their phones still rung, buzzed and beeped in
an eerie chorus with the fading hopes and prayers of the desperate who
dialed them.
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I tried to approach the scene from further south
on Michigan Street. Burned in my memory was
a road block and constellation of flashing lights
from law enforcement representing cities, towns
and bedroom communities all over greater
Orlando, all in this same spot. I’d never seen
it before.
We had just gone on the air live at 5 a.m., my
colleague Stewart Moore and I were standing
along Orange Avenue when we heard police
detonate the explosive placed at Pulse. We didn’t
know exactly what had happened, but I vividly
recall the sense of foreboding as palpable.
What seemed like a short time later, police raced
an unmarked pickup down Orange Avenue to
the emergency room at Orlando Health just
two or three blocks from Pulse. I recall my coworkers Stewart Moore and Peter Delis sprinting
down the street while live on the air, trying to
follow what was going on. Inside was an officer
wounded in the shootout.
OPD tweeted a picture of where a bullet dented
the front of the officer’s tactical helmet, which
undoubtedly saved his life.
Once stationed outside the hospital, live on the
air, I remember trying to reassure a desperate
Christine Leinonen that we would help her find
out what had happened to her son, UCF graduate
Christopher Leinonen. When the interview
concluded and I pitched back to Stewart Moore
who was standing next to me, she hugged him
like a mom trying to grab hold of any reassurance
as her world was falling apart.

In the ensuing hours, I conducted a series of live
interviews with people shaken to their core; the
man who lived just a few houses down from the
club, a transgender performer, recounted other
episodes of violence against members of the
LGBTQ community.
“Just let us live!” she pleaded.
The first time Orlando Mayor Buddy Dyer
announced fifty were dead, we all gasped as if
punched in the gut. Holy hell, a year’s worth of
murders in minutes.
It was with mixed emotion six months later that
my team accepted a string of Emmy awards
for our coverage of Orlando’s worst day. We all
wished we never had the chance to do so.
My takeaway is that Orlando’s worst day brought
out the best in so many people: first responders,
survivors, their families, doctors, nurses and
my co-workers. They came out of the cauldron
of terror, sadness and sorrow with a renewed
conviction not to let hate win.
Orlando was forced to find its soul that day. At its
core is love, kindness and inclusion. And that is
well worth celebrating.
Bob Kealing recently retired after working as a
WESH news reporter for 25 years. He was among
the first reporters on the scene that morning.
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Christin Coblentz
Hope, 2016. Archival digital inkjet print.
Orlando Strong, 2016. Archival digital inkjet print.
© Christin Coblentz. Images courtesy of the artist.
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Julie Taylor
Pulse Hope Tree, 2017. Mixed Media.
© Julie Taylor. Image courtesy of the artist.
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David Lee
(Clockwise from top left)
Memorial site items preserved by the Orlando History Center, 2016. Archival digital inkjet print.
Memorial site items preserved by the Orlando History Center, 2016. Archival digital inkjet print.
Memorial site items preserved by the Orlando History Center, 2016. Archival digital inkjet print.
© David Lee. Images courtesy of the artist.
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David Lee
(Clockwise from top left)
Memorial site items preserved by the Orlando History Center, 2016. Archival digital inkjet print.
Items left in memorial at Pulse, 2016. Archival digital inkjet print.
Memorial site items preserved by the Orlando History Center, 2016. Archival digital inkjet print.
© David Lee. Images courtesy of the artist.
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The Mornings After
Martha Catherine
Brenckle

last June
the world divided in two:
the before world you can’t remember any more
and				after Pulse
after when the city invented “Orlando Strong”
and bought the t-shirts and lit the little candles and
held hands and scattered mementoes on the sidewalk
like drops from rainbow poems and silver unicorn blood
and drawings of heart sines
everyone except for you is strong
each morning you promise
today, today I will hold it together
but you find yourself crying when you kneel
to tie a child’s innocent shoelace
when you stand, you hug his mom
this is what inexhaustible grief feels like
you do this a lot
this hugging of strangers
falling apart at their knees and feet
the smallest thing—a dropped book, a mint, the loan of a blue
pen
makes you look through tears
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looking, looking at missing faces is just too hard
because everyone you used to hug has so little strength
everyone you know is afraid
of large gatherings
of going to church
or maybe it is the inability to forgive
that keeps the faithful away on Sunday mornings
holy mornings when we used to sing and revel in who we are
because Jesus loves us queers so much
before who we are became so many gone
before who we are became victims
you cannot draw resilience with a crayon or slogans
you try to entice the air thickened with spirits
and draw intimacies
from their bodies
from their blood
from their bones, lives and voices
each morning you smell the coffee beans
and say today I will remember the living and not cry
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Joey Roulette
A vigil attendee waves an LGBTQ flag in the air at a Pulse vigil on June 13, 2016, 2016. Archival digital inkjet print.
On the day after the tragedy, over 10,000 mourners from around the world gathered on the Dr. Phillips Center’s front lawn in
Downtown Orlando to commemorate the 49 lives lost in the Pulse shooting, 2016. Archival digital inkjet print.
© Joey Roulette/Orlando Weekly. Images courtesy of the artist.
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Joey Roulette
An Orlando resident watches as mourners release sky lanterns into the sky from the Dr. Phillip’s front lawn in Downtown
Orlando on June 13, 2016, 2016. Archival digital inkjet print.
A delegate from the Democratic National Convention stares at a commemorative quilt posted on a wall at the Orlando Museum
of Art, where the DNC held a vigil amidst a Central Florida platform meeting on July 8, 2016, 2016. Archival digital inkjet print.
© Joey Roulette/Orlando Weekly. Images courtesy of the artist.
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Tim DeGilio
Embrace, 2016. Archival digital inkjet print.
Strength, 2016. Archival digital inkjet print.
© Tim DeGilio. Images courtesy of the artist.
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Tim DeGilio
The Kiss, 2016. Archival digital inkjet print.
The Couple, 2016. Archival digital inkjet print.
© Tim DeGilio. Images courtesy of the artist.
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Phantom Limbs
Martha Catherine
Brenckle

When your life burns down
to nothing
it takes a long time to rise
months of reaching out
With or without feathers, the sifting
through ashes, burnt bone, table legs
is difficult work: a shoe lace, a blue button, scraps of leaf
colored silk
you don’t remember wearing
Memories you can’t recover, sing and itch like phantom limbs
you feel but cannot see
The eggs you crack for breakfast
held promise once
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Cassi Alexandra
We Are Family, 2016. Instant film. Visit cassialexandra.com/we-are-family to hear the full story.
© Cassi Alexandra. Images courtesy of the artist.
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Maria Morrison
Rainbow Flag, 2016. Archival digital inkjet print.
Lean on Me, 2016. Archival digital inkjet print.
© Maria Morrison. Images courtesy of the artist.
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Maria Morrison
Be True, 2016. Archival digital inkjet print.
Rainbow Umbrella, 2016. Archival digital inkjet print.
© Maria Morrison. Images courtesy of the artist.
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Quilting for Pulse:
A Crafted Community Response to Tragedy
Anne Sullivan
Anastasia Salter

On June 12, 2016, the Orlando community was shocked by the horrific
shooting at the Pulse nightclub. Many sought ways to respond, which
led to long lines of donors at local blood banks, and an outpouring of
support and donations for the LGBT Center of Central Florida and the
Pulse Victim Support Fund. Looking for a way contribute, the Orlando
Modern Quilt Guild, an organization dedicated to promoting and
supporting modern approaches to quilt design, launched a charity drive
with the initial goal of making and acquiring 102 quilts— one for each
person killed or injured in the shooting. The guild posted a call on social
media and the Modern Quilt Guild, the guild’s parent organization,
helped spread the word. The response was overwhelming. 1,785 quilts
were collected, and the finished quilts, quilt tops, supplies, and blocks
represented contributions from 23 countries and all 50 states.
The Orlando Modern Quilt Guild is relatively small, with approximately
100 members who possess a range of experience levels and interests,
but quilters have a long tradition of participating in charity work. Quiltmaking is one of the ways guilds support their communities, and guilds
regularly make quilts for children’s centers, disaster relief, and other
causes. Physical embodiments of comfort, quilts have been made for
hundreds, if not thousands, of years, and their making has often been a
community event.
There are many types of quilts, including memorial quilts, which are
created to remember those who have died. The NAMES Project AIDS
Memorial Quilt is possibly the best known and largest community
memorial quilt. The NAMES Project invited community members to
submit 3’ x 6’ quilt panels, each personalized in memory of a friend,
lover, or family member who lost their life to AIDS. The panels are the
size of a standard coffin, and the blocks often include clothing from
the deceased or other meaningful symbols that connect to the person
being memorialized. Many of the NAMES Project quilts represent the
work of people who learned quilting techniques just to contribute
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to the project, and the range of techniques,
approaches, and aesthetics is vast and powerful.
Evidencing the immensity of the epidemic, the
AIDS Quilt has over 48,000 panels and is rarely
shown in its entirety due to its size and weight.
The Quilts for Pulse project was a little different
from other memorial and charity quilt projects,
as the scope of the project expanded quickly
and there was no way to know who would
receive each quilt due to privacy concerns.
Therefore, creating personalized quilts was not
appropriate for this project. Instead, the Orlando
Modern Quilt Guild chose rainbow hearts as
their unifying symbol. The rainbow refers to
the pride flag, and the hearts show support
and love for the victims, families, organizations,
and communities affected by the tragedy. The
call offered suggestions for a type of heart quilt
block, but individual quilters imagined and drew
on a range of designs and quilting practices to
develop their own imagery. Different quilters
chose to express the theme through various
combinations of fabrics or through finding
rainbow-covered fabrics to use as a centerpiece
for their quilts.
Guild members contributed time piecing,
quilting, and finishing quilts assembled from
donated blocks, as well as working on their own
quilts for donation, working individually and
gathering collectively during sew days to tackle
the immense logistics of the task. Each quilt was
labeled by the guild with a rainbow heart pulse
graphic over the words, “You are loved,” and a
QR Code that leads to a website with information

about the project. Each quilt was hand signed
“Stitched with love, Orlando Modern Quilt Guild.”
Many of the quilts and blocks came to the guild
with letters, and several guilds and community
centers around the world came together to make
their donations. Each quilt was numbered to help
track it through the creation process, with many
quilts passing from hand to hand for piecing,
quilting, and binding before being donated. The
Orlando Modern Quilt Guild coordinated with
many different organizations to distribute the
quilts to families, employees, doctors, officers,
emergency response workers, city and county
employees, and mental health care providers
impacted by the Pulse shooting.
No one expected the Quilts for Pulse drive to
grow to the size that it did, and it is currently the
largest drive coordinated through the Modern
Quilt Guild. It speaks strongly to the number of
people who were touched by the Pulse tragedy
and what a community can accomplish when
they work together.
Anne Sullivan and Anastasia Salter are
assistant professors of Digital Media at the
University of Central Florida and members of
the Modern Orlando Quilt Guild.
Thank you to Carrie Moran, Micaela Iphys, Justin
Andrade, Michael Nunes, and Kelly Richardson for
loaning their quilts to this exhibition
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Gabe Cortese
Rest, 2017. Acrylic on canvas.
© Gabe Cortese. Image courtesy of the artist.
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Neida Mora-Maus
Impact, 2017. Mixed media.
© Neida Mora-Maus. Image courtesy of the artist.
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We Are Family

Cassi Alexandra
We Are Family: Brandon Wolf, 2016. Archival digital inkjet print.
© Cassi Alexandra. Image courtesy of the artist.
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Brandon Wolf
Brandon Wolf grew up in a suburb of Portland, Oregon, and has lived in Orlando since 2008. He went
to Pulse that night with three friends—Eric Borrero, Christopher “Drew” Leinonen and Juan Guerrero.
“I think the most challenging moment, for me, was when it struck me ... that Drew and Juan didn’t
come out of this... I had been so strong until that moment. I was leading us out, and we had to go,
and I was making decisions.”
That’s when Brandon fell on the sidewalk. He couldn’t carry himself anymore. But Eric pushed him,
saying, “No we’ve got to go. We’ve got to move. We’ve got to move.”
Still, Brandon couldn’t move.
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We Are Family

Christopher Cuevas
Christopher Cuevas, 24, is one of the co-founders and lead organizers of QLatinx, an organization
founded by members of the LGBTQ+ and Latinx communities after the Pulse murders.
“Members in our group are survivors, or have lost loved ones, friends and family, and in the
immediate, they felt like they needed somewhere to go, and they needed to heal, and many of them
don’t have family here,” Chris says.
“Latinx communities exist in pockets all over the place. We’ve never had a space dedicated entirely
to us, for us, by us, and so in lieu of that Latin Night, or Noche Latina, was really the only place that
we could ever go and see other brown and black bodies that make up the Latinx community. With
that no longer available, with that gone, it’s a challenge. So we felt like we needed to convene that
community together. We needed to bring the people that exist in the diaspora together.”
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Cassi Alexandra
We Are Family: Christopher Cuevas 2016. Archival digital inkjet print.
© Cassi Alexandra. Image courtesy of the artist.
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Cassi Alexandra
We Are Family: Brittany Sted, 2016. Archival digital inkjet print.
© Cassi Alexandra. Image courtesy of the artist.
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Brittany Sted
Brittany Sted is co-founder of The Dru Project, an organization created in memory of
Christopher “Drew” Leinonen. The project’s mission is to create and support gay-straight alliances
in schools.
Brittany and other friends felt they didn’t want Drew’s death to simply pass; they “needed something
to come from it,” she says.
Drew had started a gay-straight alliance in high school, and his close friends wanted to honor him by
starting a nonprofit that built on the work he had done.
“We decided we wanted to work on saving his legacy, preserving it, by promoting gay-straight
alliances, whether that’s in public schools — like in middle schools and high schools — or even
just out in the community, helping to have people understand we can’t have all this hate and this
bigotry and this not understanding and accepting one another,” says Brittany, who is a licensed
mental health counselor. “That’s something really big he accomplished in high school and continued
throughout his life.”
Visit The Dru Project at thedruproject.org.
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Jason Lindsey
Jason Lindsay is executive director of the PRIDE Fund to End Gun Violence, a new political action
committee he formed in the wake of the Pulse massacre.
“Orlando was the flashpoint, but it had been a passion of mine for quite some time,” says Jason,
who was a congressional relations officer for the Department of Veterans Affairs before launching
the PAC.
When he saw Christine Leinonen pleading on the news trying to find out whether her son Drew was
alive or not, Jason was moved.
“She had a passionate plea of, ‘Why can’t someone do something about the assault weapons?’” he
says. “I couldn’t sleep for a couple of days because of the attack anyway. Just her words resonated
so clearly of what can I do as an individual to try and help create change? There was a unique
opportunity to really engage the LGBTQ community and get us involved in reducing gun violence. I
determined that starting a PAC would be one of the most effective ways to create change.”
Visit Pride Fund at pridefund.org.
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Cassi Alexandra
We Are Family: Jason Lindsey, 2016. Archival digital inkjet print.
© Cassi Alexandra. Image courtesy of the artist.
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Victoria Martinez
Unititled, 2016. Archival digital inkjet print.
© Gabe Cortese. Image courtesy of the artist.
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Lauren Schoepfer
One Heart, 2016. Silkscreen print.
© Lauren Schoepfer. Image courtesy of the artist.
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Carrie Moran
The Lines That Join Us, 2017.
Archival digital inkjet print.
© Carrie Moran.
Image courtesy of the artist.
At left: Alison Clarke,
Allegra Bischoff, Anna V.
Eskamani, Brian Becnel,
Cassy Baumgaertner,
Chantal Styer, Chris Findley,
Christopher (CJ) Golden,
CiCi Bianchini, Daniel Ziegler,
Elena Taylor, Evelyn W.
Semidey, Jen Vargas,
Jennifer Mason Burch,
Kathy Kahn, Kayla Wright,
Kendra Musselle,
Marisa Kuzma, Pam Hardin
Basihski, Raymond Sharpe,
Sandy Caniff, Shannon
B. Howard, Stacy Munro,
Stephanie Kou, Stephen Dietz,
Sue Singer, Tisha Pence,
Tom Grimes, and Trish LeGros

Mural by Luce Sky and HepsFury
I wasn’t sure who would show up for the early
morning group portrait session. As the parking
lot began to fill with people, I started collecting
stories and smiles. I watched people make new
friends and reconnect with old. One of the groups
that stood out was five women wearing Orlando
Police Crime Scene Investigator uniforms. They
worked the scene together that night and in the
days following. The experience made their bond
even stronger, and they chose to get matching
tattoos of a pulse line with five birds.
They were joined by Officer Alison Clarke from
the Orlando Police. She was also there that night,
and set up a triage area behind Einstein Bagels,
working to bring survivors to safety. Her tattoo
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includes her unit number and call sign, and two
doves representing the two victims that passed
away in her triage area. There was a group from
PFLAG, and they talked about how many of their
members had chosen to get tattoos.
When we were done with the group photo,
most people chose to stay and take their own
photos. They exchanged contact information,
discussed the work they’re still doing in support
of Pulse, and continued forming a stronger
LGBTQ+ community in Orlando. It was a healing
experience for everyone involved, and we all left
feeling a bit lighter than when we arrived.
—Carrie Moran

Photos © Carrie Moran. Images courtesy of the artist.
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Carrie Moran

I started this project thinking I was working on a photography exhibit. After the
first portrait session, I realized I had actually embarked on a storytelling project.
In the month of April I met over 50 people, each with their own unique tattoo
and story. In this initial exhibit, I was only able to display eight of the 21 individual
portraits. Their stories accompany their photos, so I want to share some of the
other narratives I’ve collected on this journey.
It took me a long time to decide what to call this project, and I came up with a list
of keywords and themes that I could draw from. I chose The Lines That Join Us to
represent the lines that make up the tattoos and the murals, as well as allude to
the iconic imagery of people lining up to donate blood, get tattoos, and remember
the 49 victims. As I reflected on the experience, I was struck by how often the
words “home” and “community” came up in conversation. We were all joined by
this moment and continue to make connections in the aftermath.
I am a transplant to Orlando. I’d lived here for just over three years when Pulse
happened. I woke up that morning in Salt Lake City, and spent the day on my
phone making contact with the network of queers and allies I’d made during my
short time in Orlando. I was lucky to be able to get in touch with all of them. When
I flew home that night, the agent at the baggage counter asked me where I was
flying. I could barely choke out the word Orlando. It felt like my heart broke open
in that moment. That night when I finally made it home, I realized that Orlando
had become that for me.
There is something special about this city. A city where we waited in line for hours
to donate blood. Where we showed up 50,000 strong for the Lake Eola vigil.
Where millions of dollars continue to be raised in support of the Pulse victims,
survivors, and staff. One of the ways I chose to donate was by getting a Pulse
memorial tattoo. I was moved by how many tattoo shops and artists chose to
donate proceeds to Pulse funds, and this inspired me to propose the idea for
this exhibit.
Some of the people I photographed got their first tattoos after Pulse. Ryan
Fontaine is a mental health counselor who worked to coordinate free counseling
services in the weeks after Pulse. She chose to get her tattoo as a way to take
control of her pain. Others got their first publicly visible tattoos as a way to honor
the victims and create an avenue for opening dialogues about LGBTQ+ issues.
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Meredith Kelly is an elementary school teacher
who always kept her tattoos hidden. Her son
Rock is a drag queen who performed regularly
at Pulse. She chose to get a rainbow feather
tattooed on her foot because it “opens the
door for me to dialog about being gay, having
a gay child, and being accepting.” Her daughter
Shannon chose to get a tattoo along the side of
her entire calf of a tree with rainbow balloons,
and also uses it as a way to advocate for LGBTQ+
rights. Rock’s tattoo represents the first number
he performed at Pulse, and he wears it proudly
on his arm.
Each tattoo I photographed is unique and deeply
meaningful to its owner. Nicole Smith has Mickey
Mouse’s hands holding a rainbow heart. To her
this iconic image is associated with Orlando,
and Mickey’s embrace of the rainbow shows we
are all one community. Jim McDermott got his
tattoo to honor his close friend Chris Brodman,
a survivor who died of a brain aneurysm three
months after Pulse. His tattoo matches the one
Chris got, but he changed the “P” in the Pulse
logo to a “C” for Chris.
Survivor Chris Hansen modified a tattoo he had
of the words “You is Kind, You is Smart, You is
Important.” He added a dandelion with rainbow
seeds connected by a pulse line. To Chris, this
represents his belief that the storms of life are
what plant the seeds of new growth.
Many of us have chosen to integrate the pulse
line into our tattoos. Deborah Whiteley’s pulse
line is compact, shaded with rainbow colors,
and has “pulse” scripted underneath. She plans
to add to the tattoo in honor of her friend Drew
Leoninen, one of the 49. Melanie Caputo is a

nurse, and she used her own EKG. Melanie said
“It looks like everyone else’s, which I kinda love,
but at the same time I know it’s a little different,
which I really love too.” This is important to
Melanie, as Pulse was a second home for her.
Her tattoo makes her feel connected to the
community.
Sonia Parria incorporated a pulse line into the
middle of an equality symbol with rainbow
watercolors. She chose to put it over her heart to
help her feel closer to the seven friends she lost
that night. Wilma Lozano lost her son’s father
and her best friend, Xavier Serrano, in the attack.
Her pulse line graces her wrist and has Xavier’s
initials in a red heart. This makes Wilma feel
connected to Xavier and is a permanent display
of her love for him.
My tattoo is simple, but large enough to be
noticed regularly. I’ve shared Pulse stories many
times over the last year, but now I have a new
trove of stories to share. I am overwhelmed by
this experience, and by the incredible poeple I’ve
gotten to know because of it. I hope to continue
taking portraits and sharing stories for the
hundreds, possibly thousands, of others who
chose to honor Pulse with tattoos.
Carrie Moran is the User Engagement Librarian
for the John C. Hitt Library at the University of
Central Florida. She is president of UCF’s
Pride Faculty and Staff Association.
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Daniel Ziegler
Tattoo by DJ at Divine Torture Tattoo Studio, Orlando, FL
Mural by Marla Mirabel
Daniel has lived in Florida since he was eleven. He’s
moved around the state, but was always drawn to
Orlando. Daniel’s feelings for Orlando deepened in
the aftermath of Pulse. He says, “If there’s anything
good that came out of the bad, it did make Orlando
where I want to stay. It made it home. Seeing 50,000
strong come out that next Sunday to be there, and
to just see the community come together, it did
make it home. Whether I am a native or not, Orlando
is home now.”

Carrie Moran
The Lines That Join Us, 2017.
Archival digital inkjet print.
© Carrie Moran. Image courtesy of the artist.

Daniel lost five friends that night, including Eddie
Sotomayor. Daniel reflected that Eddie “wasn’t just
someone I met at the club. He’s been to my house
and stayed over. He had been a part of my life.”
He knew immediately that he wanted to get a tattoo
to honor those friends he lost. The two flags in the
ribbon represent that the LGBTQ community is not
separate, and that this attack didn’t just happen to
the gay community. The tattoo also has 49 birds, and
the birds that are touching represent the couples
who lost their lives that night.
Daniel never thought he would be comfortable
having a rainbow tattoo in such a visible spot. He
has been out more than half his life, but in public he
“got really good at playing the pronoun game.” That
changed for him when Pulse happened. Although
he’s always been involved in the LGBTQ community,
especially with his softball league, he said, “It was
time to stop hiding.” Daniel made a brave step when
he sent photos of his wedding to his entire company.
Now that he’s publicly out, he’s not turning back.
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Micaela Iphys
Tattoo by Trinity Tattoo, Winter Springs, FL
Mural by Michael Owen, Baltimore Love Project
In addition to her Pulse tattoo, Micaela has a tattoo
of a stopwatch and butterfly. The stopwatch is set
at 20 seconds, in reference to a quote from the
movie We Bought a Zoo that Micaela quotes, “All
you need is 20 seconds of insane courage, and
anything is possible.” Micaela consistently displays
that courage, such as when she had to quit her K-12
teaching job in order to safely transition. She uses
her tattoos as an opportunity to engage people in
conversation about trans rights, and comes out as
trans to complete strangers on a regular basis.
She came out as trans to her family on Transgender
Remembrance Day in November 2015. She
remembers the time between coming out and
Pulse as being in a happy bubble, which burst
shortly after she heard the news about Pulse. It
was a wakeup call for her, and also a call to action.
In the days after Pulse, Micaela counter-protested
the Westboro Baptist Church, where she met a
lesbian couple. They didn’t exchange names, but
the three-minute conversation stuck out to her as
making her feel a part of the Orlando community

Carrie Moran
The Lines That Join Us, 2017.
Archival digital inkjet print.
© Carrie Moran. Image courtesy of the artist.

Shortly after, when she attended the vigil at Magic
Kingdom proudly waving her trans flag, a trans
man told her he was thrilled to see his community
represented. Micaela and this man did not
exchange names either, but when she found a spot
at the Lake Eola vigil, she looked to her left and saw
that lesbian couple – then looked to her right and
saw that trans man. Micaela said it best when she
expressed that she “felt like a number in this city,
but Pulse really showed how connected we all are.”
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Carrie Moran
The Lines That Join Us, 2017.
Archival digital inkjet print.
© Carrie Moran.
Image courtesy of the artist.

Erin Andersen
Tattoo by Jessi Lee at The Design Lab, Orlando, FL
Mural by Track Shack staff and volunteers
Erin is gregarious, positive, and inspiring. Her
tattoo joins a patchwork of others, many related
to the Dave Matthews Band. Erin loves DMB, and
after Pulse she sold ribbons at shows to raise
money for the One Orlando Fund. She moved to
Orlando eleven years ago, and initially worked
at Disney, where she met Brandon Wolf, a Pulse
survivor, and Xavier Serrano Rosado, one of the 49.
In those scary weeks following Pulse, Erin spent as
much time as she could driving supplies from the
GLBT center to local hospitals and blood banks.
She helped raise money for Xavier’s funeral, and
bought his son presents for Christmas. Erin chose
to get her tattoo for many reasons, but ultimately
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to honor her friend and community. She chose the
infinity and Orlando Strong elements, and tattoo
artist Jessi Lee from Design Lab added the rainbow
watercolor.
The proceeds from Erin’s tattoo went to charity,
and she wears it proudly on her arm. Erin works at
the drive thru window for Starbucks, and has been
overwhelmed with compliments and requests to
take photos of her tattoo. She still visits Pulse often
and remarked, “I feel comfort there. You can be
crying on the sidewalk and someone will come up
and give you a hug.” Erin and I left as friends, with
a hug.

Denise Colon, Angel Colon
and Eileen Barral
Tattoo by Ink Spot, Kissimmee, FL
Mural by Andrew Spear
Angel Colon’s story has been shared worldwide.
He is the epitome of a survivor, and, even after
being shot six times, enduring multiple surgeries,
and going to physical therapy regularly, it’s almost
impossible to get him to do anything but smile. As
Angel says, he always wants to “share my message
of love, hope, and positivity because that’s the
only way you can move forward.” He also makes it
clear that he couldn’t do it without the support of
his family.
Angel’s sisters Denise Colon and Eileen Barral have
been by Angel’s side through his recovery process.
Denise wanted to get a tattoo as soon as possible,
but she waited until the right design came to her.
She’s intentional about the meaning of her tattoo, a
sea turtle with her brother’s initials, the date of the
attack, and the number 49 in Roman numerals. For
Denise, the sea turtle represents many things. “Sea
turtles have longevity of life, they’re wise, they take
their wisdom one day at a time, they learn things a
day at a time and then they take that as a lesson and
they incorporate it into their own lives. Sea turtles
also take a strong hit, they take it in & keep on going
as if nothing happened. I see that in my brother.
All positive. He has hope and is very optimistic for
the future.”

Carrie Moran
The Lines That Join Us, 2017.
Archival digital inkjet print.
© Carrie Moran. Image courtesy of the artist.

Angel responded to this decision with his typical
modesty and smile. He said, “It was beautiful when
she said that to me. I was touched, it means a lot.
It’s something special, and the meaning of that
is amazing. I feel like all of us should have that
meaning of the turtle. Be optimistic and be positive
all the time because it’s the only way forward.”
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Raymond Sharpe
Tattoo by Thomas Jacobson at 1010 Mills, Orlando, FL
Mural by Richard Minino
Raymond is a natural flirt, with charm and panache
that are undeniable. He’s worked at Southern
Nights for over 30 years, longer than any other
employee. He spent a lot of time at Pulse and was
friends with many of the victims and survivors.
Raymond says, “Other than me being there, it
couldn’t have hit me any closer than it did.” His
friend Kevin Jenks came down from New York City
the week after Pulse to grieve with him and to get a
matching Pulse tattoo.

Carrie Moran
The Lines That Join Us, 2017.
Archival digital inkjet print.
© Carrie Moran. Image courtesy of the artist.
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Five days after Kevin returned to New York, he
was killed in a home invasion. In spite of all this,
Raymond keeps a smile on his face. His tattoo
artist, Thomas Jacobson at 1010 Mills, donated the
proceeds from the tattoo directly to Raymond’s
friend Victor Guanchez, who worked at Pulse and
was one of Raymond’s close friends. Raymond was
there when Victor got to meet President Obama in
the hospital, and remembers this moment with a
mix of pride and awe.
Raymond was one of many who noted positive
things that have happened in the wake of Pulse,
particularly the many fundraising efforts. He has
participated through his work at Southern Nights,
and been profoundly impacted by his personal
connection with Victor. The money Raymond
helped raise enabled Victor to purchase a food
truck for his family in Orlando.

Carrie Moran
The Lines That Join Us,
2017. Archival digital
inkjet print.
© Carrie Moran.
Image courtesy of
the artist.

JP Cortes
Tattoo by Gabriel “Tater Tot” Gonzalez at Armadillo Reds, Kissimmee, FL
Mural by Track Shack staff and volunteers
JP was best friends with Drew Leinonen and his
boyfriend Juan Guerrero, two of the 49. JP can’t
remember exactly when he met Drew more than
ten years ago, but he thinks it was at a friend’s
Halloween party. JP’s tattoo has two Pokemon
characters: Larvitar, Juan’s favorite character,
and Meowth, which JP chose to represent Drew
because, “It’s the only Pokemon that can talk and
it’s sarcastic.” This sense of humor is indicative of
both the relationship JP had with Drew and the way
he’s responded to the tragedy.
JP is working with Drew’s mother Christine and
several of Drew’s other friends on a charity they
started called “The Dru Project.” The charity will
support the creation of a curriculum for

gay-straight alliance clubs in high schools and offer
scholarships to students who embody Drew’s
passion for inclusivity and acceptance. Drew
started a gay-straight alliance club in his high
school at a time when it wasn’t necessarily safe
to do so. As JP said, “I was baffled that when he
was that young he felt comfortable enough to say,
‘Fuck it, whatever.’”
Like many others, JP expressed his appreciation
for the positive opportunities and awareness of
LGBTQ+ issues that have come in the wake of the
tragedy. He is dedicated to keeping the memory
of his friend alive, while also making a difference
in high schools around the United States.
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CiCi Bianchini and
Elena Taylor
Tattoos by Jon Santos at Hawk’s Electric, Tampa, FL;
Hunter Martinez at Ink Spot, Ybor City, FL
Mural by Rhett & Ashley Beth Withey
It’s hard to believe that Elena and CiCi have been
together for five years, because they embody that
joy that comes with new love. They look at each
other with tenderness, even when they’re poking
fun at one another, which is often. CiCi grew up in
Orlando and met Elena while she was in school.
The couple now live in Tampa, but will always feel a
strong connection to Orlando.

Carrie Moran
The Lines That Join Us, 2017.
Archival digital inkjet print.
© Carrie Moran. Image courtesy of the artist.

Pulse was a second home for the couple. Elena
spent eight years living in Orlando, and in that time
became friends with Eddie Sotomayor, one of the
49. It was CiCi’s first gay bar, and her first barbacking job. She was at Pulse most weekend days
every week. They are self-described “tattoo people”
and knew immediately they wanted something to
represent Pulse, the friend they lost, and their love
for their former home.
Elena is a physical therapist and wanted a real EKG
line for her tattoo. CiCi found a design she liked on
Instagram, and modified it to represent her feeling
that Orlando “is just one city and one pulse.” She
follows that by saying, “I will always bleed my city.”
The couple tries to visit Orlando whenever they can.
They especially miss their friends, family, and the
farmers market.
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Danielle Cosgrove
Tattoo by Mike Reed at Control Tattoo, Titusville, FL
Mural by Zebra Coalition
Danielle radiates positive energy. She is a yoga
teacher and used yoga as a way to heal in the
wake of the tragedy. She works at the Warrior One
studio, and in the days after Pulse, the owners
chose to open the studio as a space for people to
gather, make art, do yoga, and heal. Danielle found
the experience therapeutic. She says, “My whole
thing is community, so when things happen in our
community that are really profound, good or bad,
I think it’s so important to gather people.”
Pulse was a gathering place for Danielle and her
friends. She was a shot girl there for a while, and
met her current girlfriend Andrea there. They also
shared their first kiss at Pulse. Andrea went to
high school with Drew Leoninen, and the impact
of Pulse was devastating to the couple. It was a
sentimental place for them, and an important part
of their history.
Danielle already had her elephant tattoo when
Pulse happened. After Pulse, a friend told her
about a studio in Titusville that was donating
proceeds to charity. She wasn’t sure what to get,
if she should add to an existing tattoo or create
something new. She planned to get color on the
elephant tattoo—she wanted him playing in water;
she knew that this was the time and that she
wanted him to be playing in a rainbow. There’s a
hidden heart in Danielle’s tattoo, but there’s no
hiding the heart you feel in her presence.

Carrie Moran
The Lines That Join Us, 2017.
Archival digital inkjet print.
© Carrie Moran. Image courtesy of the artist.
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Understanding and Counseling
the Homosexual
David Matteson

Published in 1967, Understanding and Counseling the Male Homosexual by
Dr. Stanley E. Willis II was a groundbreaking work for its unprecedented
survey of the psychological development of homosexual men. The
text was based on the author’s extensive experience as a psychiatrist
specializing in sexual anomalies. At this time, psychiatrists were
beginning to view homosexuality as a condition developed over time
and based on one’s childhood experiences; this differed from the
prior diagnosis that homosexuality was a mental illness. Notably, the
American Psychiatric Association did not remove homosexuality from
its list of mental disorders until 1974.
While Understanding and Counseling the Male Homosexual was intended
as a compassionate analysis of the psychological complexity of
homosexuality, when read within a contemporary context, the piece
is littered with discriminatory language. Gay men are described as
sexual deviants, and successful psychiatric treatment of these men
encourages heterosexual values and behaviors. In this socially-engaged
project, participants completed erasure poems of the original text—
an act of creative resistance that queers Willis’ book and questions
the power of meaning and narrative. The final installation features 32
completed poems and an interactive component that invites viewers to
complete their own erasure of the psychology handbook.
As an artist, I explore the sociocultural construction of identity through
the erasure and alteration of forgotten texts. Though many of these
works are out of publication—as is the case with Understanding
and Counseling the Male Homosexual—their content offers a historic
view of our culture that often challenges modern ideas. Through
the alteration process, I attempt to bridge a gap between past and
present. In socially-engaged efforts such as this project, I am interested
in facilitating an experience that evokes thoughtful reflection from
viewers and participants.
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This project began in 2015 as part of the Day of Silence at Rollins
College, a student-organized event dedicated to bringing awareness
to the effects of anti-LGBTQ+ bullying and harassment. Students were
asked to complete an erasure on copied pages of Understanding and
Counseling the Male Homosexual. This exercise was later repeated with
participants at the Zebra Coalition, an Orlando nonprofit that provides
social services to at-risk, LGBTQ+ youth ages 13 to 24. The final heartshaped installation, titled Understanding and Counseling the Homosexual,
features drawings completed by both sets of participants.
By reconfiguring the original text through the redaction technique, each
artist asserts his/her/their agency in the face of oppression. It is not an
act of anger or revolt against the past; rather, the erasure generates
a queer place of possibility—one where meaning is redefined and
the roles of artist/viewer and author/reader are deconstructed; this
poststructuralist notion is developed further through the interactive
component of the installation. Using erasable markers and text printed
on transparency, viewers are asked to redact a copied page from the
1967 work. These transparencies are periodically cleaned to allow new
participants/viewers to interact with the installation and explore their
personal narratives.
The study of language and narrative through text-based artworks is
a subject explored by contemporary artists such as Jenny Holzer and
Frances Stark. Holzer’s redaction paintings recreate declassified U.S.
military and intelligence documents. The content of these documents,
which have been heavily redacted before becoming publicly accessible,
regards military practices in Iraq and Afghanistan under both the Bush
and Obama administrations. Holzer aestheticizes tragedy by drawing
viewers into the work’s compositional beauty, but then directs their
attention to the often unsettling text, which includes words such as
“water-board” that allude to the torture and abuse of prisoners of war.
Rather than draw attention to language through erasure, Frances
Stark’s recent paintings for the 2017 Whitney Biennial are large
recreations of the 2015 text Censorship Now!! by Ian F. Svenonius. By
underlining and circling select passages, Stark emphasizes certain
ideas within this cantankerous polemic, encouraging artists to
utilize censorship to combat the banality of mass-produced cultural
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phenomena. The paintings simultaneously enforce and question the
efficacy of Svenonius’ severe language and ideas. Operating within
the currently divisive political climate, Stark’s series deconstructs the
concept of censorship and its role within contemporary culture. For
both Holzer and Stark, language is innately political. Understanding
and Counseling the Homosexual expounds upon this political discourse
through an egalitarian creation process that showcases the diverse
perspectives of unique participants.
The installation of these different poems and drawings in a heart shape
promotes a pluralist understanding of love—one that encourages
community connection and empathy rather than glorifies an
individualist outlook; this echoes the energy of the Orlando community
following the tragedy at Pulse nightclub on June 12, 2016. Cheers
for a united Orlando, one where marginalized voices were finally
allotted overdue representation, succeeded this attack on the Latinx
LGBTQ+ community.
Language bears significance. In the case of Understanding and
Counseling the Male Homosexual, the author’s language enforces
a heteronormative model. The trouble with “normal” is in its
discouragement of creative possibility—we are policed and disciplined
away from the opportunity to explore the liminal space between
acceptable and unacceptable behaviors. The alteration of Understanding
and Counseling the Male Homosexual is a community effort to subvert
problematic language in order to develop a new narrative—the power
of the original author is transferred to the participant, who creates an
imaginative vision for the LGBTQ+ community and his/her/theirself—an
effort that promotes actual understanding, one that encourages social
equity and empathy for an underrepresented community. Ultimately,
this is an act of resistance—artist, participant, and viewer are united in
past and present oppression, hopeful in the creation of a new future.
David Matteson is an interdisciplinary artist, writer, and Associate Curator
of Education and Outreach at the Orlando Museum of Art.
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David Matteson
Understanding and Counseling the Homosexual, 2017. Mixed media.
© David Matteson. Image courtesy of the artist.
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Matthew Mosher
Sentinel: Watching salt air push ships along the horizon, I see myself in you, 2017. Plaster.
Artwork created in part at Sculpture Space Artist Residence, funded in part by the New York State
Council on the Arts and the National Endowment for the Arts
© Matthew Mosher. Image courtesy of the artist.
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Shelby Wren
Reflections, 2016. Mixed Media.
© Shelby Wren. Image courtesy of the artist.
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Voices before Marble: The Narrative
Significance of Temporary Memorials
Martha Catherine
Brenckle

A public memorial commemorates events and persons, pays homage to lost
lives and the locations of devastation. A public memorial not only recalls
something of significance, but it makes plausible and permanent a shared
public memory by telling us what should be remembered and just how to
remember it. A memorial, derived from the Latin monere, meaning to remind,
marks a space with meaning and lends a definitive finality, causing us to
remember something unambiguous in space and time. Public memorials
represent a community voice, but also provide the means for social and
political groups to further their own interests and assert control over the
narrative of historical events. Memorials and monuments must tell complex
narratives, must often appeal to multiple audiences and stakeholders, and
work within shifting ideological contexts. Memorials tell a community’s stories
and attempt to fill in the gaps in public memory. The work itself necessarily
reflects community values, priorities, and ideologies.
Certainly, whatever memorial is built to commemorate the early morning
hours of June 12, 2016 when 49 people from the LGBTQ+ and Latinx
community were killed by a terrorist at the Pulse Nightclub on Orange Avenue
in Orlando will be fraught with the difficulties of combining sometimes
competing narratives and needs from multiple stakeholders. One hopes that
any Pulse memorial will be what Gaia Salvatori terms a “technical hybrid….
sometimes contingent and perishable, but which nevertheless fulfills both a
documentary and an artistic function” (932-33). The artistic function allows
for ambiguity and competing interpretations. As Salvatori further explains,
memorials should be spaces where collective and individual experiences
intersect (933).
During the past year, memorials to and for the Pulse victims have necessarily
been temporary as individuals have left offerings of flowers, candles,
postcards, crosses, photos, balloons, stuffed animals, and drawings in front
of the nightclub, at the Orlando Regional Medical complex where the injured
were transported, at UCF, and at the Dr. Phillips Center. Many of the sites
have been moved so community and corporate business could continue.
Thankfully, as these sites were dismantled, most of the artifacts were
carefully collected by volunteers and archived by the Orange County Regional
History Center because many community groups recognized the importance
of these memorials, of the stories they told.
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The building of the spontaneous memorials has
been captured digitally in photos and videos because
the making tells many stories and one story. These
memorials may have seemed haphazard, not designed
and built by committee to relate a specific community
narrative, but rather they represent the outpouring
of grief from individual mourners and survivors. They
tell another story, one with no immediate resolution:
a story of pain, anxiety, chaos, and unanswered
questions. As parts of the whole story, these
fragments and moments are important to consider
because they represent individual experiences
and perceptions. The temporary nature of these
memorials make them contingent and performative,
but provide also opportunities for learning as they
run counter to the myth of closure, the shared story
of a community coming together to find a common
optimism in its own good works.
Unlike permanent memorials, temporary memorials
are not necessarily linked to highly symbolic or
representative places or sites, but refer—sometimes
very strongly—to the need for memory, for an
immediate tangible significance. In many cases,
operating as a kind of social rhetoric or as a collage of
voices, temporary memorials are capable of playing an
active role in the cultural and social dynamics of the
place where they arise. Individuals who left artifacts
in front of the Pulse nightclub helped to preserve the
specificity of individual memories and documented
marginalized stories; as one of my students explained,
“I didn’t know anyone who died, but Pulse was the one
place I could go and be myself.” Temporary memorials,
with the help of communication technologies, also
create their own audiences locally and abroad.
From this point of view temporary memorials can
be identified as an effective means of improving
the relational life of citizens as exemplified by the
outpouring of donations and volunteers.
The exhibit designed by the Central Florida LGBTQ+
Museum will be temporary; it has the life-span of one
month. Its making attempts to capture the moments

experienced by those outside of the immediate site
of this tragic event as friends from inside and outside
Orlando filled our phones with text messages: “Where
R U?” “R U OK?” Before we heard the news, many
of us could not interpret the text messages, did not
know what we were supposed to “OK” about. Even
after learning of the tragedy, we wondered why any
of our friends would have thought for a minute that
we would still be up at 2 am, never mind dancing in
a nightclub. And yet, what they were asking was not
about our physicality or our material lives. We built
this piece of art as a mobile so the text messages of
concern, anxiety and affirmation could swirl and move
in circles, representing the chaotic feelings and events
of that first day. The cell phones left loose on the floor
are meant to give observers the experience of walking
among them: some will be so careful not to step on
them, some may accidentally kick or move them, some
will feel the temptation to pick one up. I think that
experience grappling with what to do, what is sacred,
the urge to help somehow, reflects the feelings of
the community.
These persistent and insistent text messages signify
the connections we have with friends and family and
helped us think about how we would survive this
moment and the next. We hope that in seeing these
voices from June 12, 2016, viewers will focus on what
we do not have to forget—our friends on the outside
reaching into our lives to make sense of chaos.
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Jen Vargas
Angels at Pulse, 2016. Archival digital inkjet print.
© Jen Vargas. Image courtesy of the artist.
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Thomas Thorspecken
Angels, 06-27-16, 2016. Pen and ink, watercolor. Limited edition print 1/5.
© Thomas Thorspecken. Image courtesy of the artist.
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Jason Fronczek
Ad perpetuam rei memoriam, 2016. Archival digital inkjet print.
© Jason Fronczek. Images courtesy of the artist.
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Jason Fronczek
Ad perpetuam rei memoriam, 2016. Archival digital inkjet print.
© Jason Fronczek. Images courtesy of the artist.
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Anthony Ormeno
Stand Together, Not Alone, Be Courteous, Not Selfish, Seek Peace, Not Selfishness, 2017.
Archival digital inkjet print.
© Anthony Ormeno. Image courtesy of the artist.
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Afterword
Resilience: Remembering Pulse is part of the Citizen Curator of Central Florida, which encourages
active and open engagement between the community and local museums, libraries, and archives.
By experimenting with curatorial practices and inviting community members to participate in the
curation of exhibitions, the project brings multiple, unique, and under-represented perspectives to
art and archival materials.
To remain viable, museums and libraries need to rethink their exhibition practices, present their
collections on multiple and accessible platforms, and involve the community. Co-creation and
learning partnerships contribute to the development of complex, interdisciplinary, and inclusive
processes, both for the institution and the individual. The Citizen Curator Project of Central Florida
encourages the community to participate in the production of knowledge and culture.
Culture is about what it means to be human, and its study is a prerequisite for the continued
development of society. Museums and libraries have a significant role to play in the study and display
of culture, and we look to them to create exhibitions that speak to us about our shared humanity.
Following Scott Peters’ exhortation that college campuses engage the community to affect social
policy, the Citizen Curator Project invited submissions through several open calls.
Resilience: Remembering Pulse is the result of a six-month-long collaboration between faculty,
students, and staff at the University of Central Florida and members of the Greater Orlando
community. After its exhibition at the UCF Art Gallery (June 8 – 30, 2017), Resilience: Remembering
Pulse will be archived online as part of the Citizen Curator Project of Central Florida
(www.cah.ucf.edu/citizencurator) and RICHES, the Regional Initiative for Collecting the History,
Experiences and Stories of Central Florida (riches.cah.ucf.edu).

The Citizen Curator Project was funded by an Institute of Museum and Library Services grant.
The IMLS, which supports the nation’s 123,000 libraries and approximately 35,000 museums,
advances innovation and encourages lifelong learning through cultural and civic engagement.
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Contributors
Cassi Alexandra (b. 1986; Cooper City, Florida)
is an independent documentary photographer
and photo-journalist based in Brooklyn, New
York. Born and raised in Florida, Alexandra
majored in Photography at the Southeast
Center for Photographic Studies and the
University of Central Florida. She has worked
for the Orlando Sentinel and the New York Times.
Her clients include the Wall Street Journal,
Washington Post, NPR, the Los Angeles Times,
and Marie Claire.
Christin Coblentz (b. 1994; Sarasota, Florida)
is a senior at the University of Central Florida
who will graduate with a Bachelor of Science in
Photography in May 2017. Her images have been
displayed at The Longboat Key Center for the
Arts, Frame of Mind, and the Southeast Museum
of Photography, and have been published in
Photographer’s Forum magazine.
Gabe Cortese (b. 1994; Key West, Florida) is a
student in the BFA program at the University
of Central Florida. As an interdisciplinary artist,
Cortese is inspired by photographers and
painters such as David Hockney and Robert
Mapplethorpe. His work, frequently employing
self-portraits, revolves around contemporary
issues within the gay community.
Tim DeGilio (b. 1994; Port Charlotte, Florida)
is a senior at the University of Central Florida
who will graduate with a Bachelor of Science
in Photography in May 2017. His images have
been displayed at the Southeast Museum of
Photography in Daytona Beach and have been
published in Photographer’s Forum magazine.
After graduation, Tim plans to pursue a Master
of Fine Arts.

The GLBT History Museum of Central Florida
is an organization whose mission is to collect,
preserve, and exhibit the histories of the gay,
lesbian, bisexual, and transgender communities
of Central Florida. The GLBT History Museum
serves Orange, Seminole, Osceola, Lake, Brevard,
Volusia, Polk, Sumter, Marion and Flagler
Counties. The Museum focuses on collecting and
educating about regional history but includes
items of national interest as well. It collaborates
with the Regional Initiative for Collecting the
History, Experiences and Stories of Central
Florida (RICHES) program at the University of
Central Florida.
Jason Fronczek (b. 1972; Orlando, Florida) is a
father and lead photographer for ARTBORNE
Magazine. Jason has always been interested in
photography and has recently been accepted
into the University of Central Florida’s Emerging
Media MFA Program. As a candid photographer,
he likes to become invisible and capture the
person, not the projected image.
David Lee (b. 1966; Rockledge, Florida) is an
Orlando theatre director and writer. O-TOWN:
Voices is a collection of 18 monologues based
on interviews with survivors and responders
from the Pulse attack. It premiered at the
Orlando International Fringe Festival. A special
performance of the piece will be held at the
John and Rita Lowndes Shakespeare Theater
on June 11, 2017, the eve of the one-year mark
of the Pulse attack.
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Victoria Martinez (b. 1996; Cali, Colombia) is
currently pursuing a BFA at the University of
Central Florida. She aspires to create and inspire
anyone who wants or likes the arts and is open
to imaginative ideas. She works as an assistant
graphic designer for a Latin magazine and has
been taking conceptual photographs since
high school.
David Matteson (b. 1993; Orlando, Florida) is
an interdisciplinary artist and writer based in
Orlando. He utilizes artist books, printmaking,
drawing, performance, and interventions to
explore cultural identity. His work has been
included in group exhibitions at the Cornell Fine
Arts Museum and A Place Gallery. David holds a
BA in Studio Art and English from Rollins College,
and he is currently the Associate Curator of
Education and Outreach at the Orlando Museum
of Art.
Neida Mora-Maus (b. 1965; Arecibo, Puerto
Rico) moved to the United States in 1987 and has
lived in Orlando since 1990. She graduated from
the University of Central Florida in 1995 with a BS
in Environmental Engineering and again in 2016
with a BA in Art History. She works in mosaic and
mixed media.
Carrie Moran (b. 1984; Glenville, New York)
grew up in New York and has been slowly
migrating South for the last 15 years. She is the
User Engagement Librarian at the University
of Central Florida and President of UCF’s Pride
Faculty & Staff Association by day, and a poet
at night. This is her first photography and
storytelling project.
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Maria Morrison (b. 1982; Williamsport,
Pennsylvania) is a senior at the University of
Central Florida who will graduate with a Bachelor
of Science in Photography in May 2017. She is
a documentary and commercial photographer
and videographer who has been published in the
SunSentinel of South Florida and spent two weeks
filming a documentary about for a nonprofit
based in Africa.
Matthew Mosher (b. 1982; Boston,
Massachusetts) is an intermedia artist and
assistant professor at the University of Central
Florida. He received his BFA from the Rhode
Island School of Design and his MFA from
Arizona State University. Mosher’s work has
been exhibited nationally and internationally
and has been published in the ACM ComputerHuman Interaction, Tangible Embodied
Interaction, and New Interfaces for Musical
Expression conference proceedings.
The Orlando Modern Quilt Guild is an official
branch of The Modern Quilt Guild who meets at
the Sewing Studio in Maitland, Florida.
Anthony Ormeno (b. 1995; Kissimmee, Florida)
is a junior at the University of Central Florida
who will graduate with a BFA in Graphic Design in
May 2019. His mentality of design is to enlighten
the world by any means necessary.
Edward Perkins (b. 1991; Orlando, Florida) is
a film artist who works in digital and analog
filmmaking. He uses experimental film as a
method to explore queer identity.

Joey Roulette (b. 1995; Palm Beach, FL)
is a senior at the University of Central
Florida majoring in Political Science with a
double-minor in Film and Terrorism Studies.
Outside of school, Joey is a filmmaker and a
contributing photojournalist for both national
and local publications such as NPR, New York
Observer, Orlando Weekly, and 90.7 WMFE. His
photographs have been featured in local art
exhibitions, as well as at a Smithsonian Museum
in South Florida.
Lauren Schoepfer (b. 1993; Boston,
Massachusetts) is a recent University of
Central Florida graduate working in graphic
design and photography. Raised in Naples,
Florida, Schoepfer uses design as a tool for
social change. OneHeart originated as a t-shirt
donation drive to raise money for OneOrlando.
Luce Sky (b. 1984, Luciano Pereira; Curitiba,
Brazil) is an Orlando-based artist and mural
painter. He works in photography, painting,
graphic and interior design, and sculpture.
He considers it an honor to create murals
after Pulse, spreading awareness, love, and
togetherness in our beautiful city.

Thomas Thorspecken (b. 1961; New Jersey) has
worked as an illustrator for the New York Daily
News and the Disney Feature Animation Studios.
In 2009, he made a New Year’s resolution to do
a sketch a day to document art and culture in
Orlando. It became a way to put down roots and
become part of the community one sketch at
a time.
Jen Vargas (b. 1977; Los Angeles, California)
is an award-winning Multimedia Producer in
Orlando, Florida. She is an original Angel Action
Wings volunteer and assistant Angel organizer.
Jen became an Angel in response to the attack
on Pulse Orlando to help provide comfort to
those hurting in the Orlando community.
Shelby Wren (b. 1989; Orlando, Florida) is a
student at the University of Central Florida
working on a BA in Art History. She aspires to
keep the arts alive and flourishing throughout
her community.

Julie Taylor (b. 1995; Tampa, Florida) is a junior
in the graphic design program at the University
of Central Florida who enjoys experimenting
with various art media and art forms.
Kristina Tollefson, a member of United Scenic
Artists, is an associate professor and Resident
Costume and Makeup Designer at the University
of Central Florida. She holds an MFA from
Purdue University in Costume Design and
Technology and a BA from South Dakota State
University in Theatre and English with minors in
Art and Textiles & Clothing.
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Checklist
Cassi Alexandra
We Are Family
2016
Archival digital inkjet print
Christin Coblentz
Hope and Orlando Strong
2016
Archival digital inkjet print
Gabe Cortese
Rest
2017
Acrylic on canvas
Tim DeGilio
The Couple, Embrace, The Kiss, and
Strength
2016
Archival digital inkjet print
GLBT History Museum of
Central Florida
Martha Brenkle, Nicki Drumb,
Rachel Gardiner, and Joel Stark
Love through Chaos
2017
Mixed media
Jason Fronczek
Ad perpetuam rei memoriam
2016
Archival digital inkjet print
David Lee
Items left in memorial at Pulse and
preserved by the Orlando History
Center
2016
Archival digital inkjet print
Victoria Martinez
Unititled
2016
Archival digital inkjet print

David Matteson
Understanding and Counseling
the Homosexual
2017
Mixed media
Neida Mora-Maus
Impact
2017
Mixed media
Carrie Moran
The Lines That Join Us
2017
Archival digital inkjet prints
Maria Morrison
Rainbow Flag, Lean on Me, Rainbow
Umbrella, and Be True
2016
Archival digital inkjet print
Matthew Mosher
Sentinel: Watching salt air push ships
along the horizon, I see myself in you
2017
Plaster
Orlando Modern Quilt Guild
Quilts for Pulse
2016
Mixed media
Anthony Ormeno
Stand Together, Not Alone, Be
Courteous, Not Selfish, Seek Peace,
Not Selfishness
2017
Archival digital inkjet print
Edward Perkins
49
2016
16mm Telecine

Joey Roulette
Pulse memorial photographs
2016
Archival digital inkjet print
Lauren Schoepfer
One Heart
2016
Silkscreen print
Luce Sky
New Season
2017
Mural
Julie Taylor
Pulse Hope Tree
2017
Mixed media
Kristina Tollefson
Angel Action Wing (based on
Romaine Patterson’s original design)
2017
Mixed media
Thomas Thorspecken
Angels, 06-27-16
2016
Pen and ink, watercolor
Limited edition print 1/5
Jen Vargas
Angels at Pulse
2016
Archival digital inkjet print
Shelby Wren
Reflections
2016
Mixed media
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